[Radionuclide study of absorption in the intestines in acute poisonings].
A study was made of the intestinal absorption of 131I-oleic acid and human serum 131I-albumin in patients with acute exogenous intoxications and endogenous intoxications caused by acute intestinal ileus using the method of external radiometry of the abdominal parts. The utmost disorders of absorption were noted in patients with an average and grave degree of exogenous intoxication as well as in patients with complete occlusion ileus. Absorptive intestinal capacity in most of the patients improved as a result of therapeutic measures. A rapid method for the evaluation of absorption power was developed and compared with the method of external radiometry of the abdominal parts. An equation of regression was derived making it possible to determine values of the parameter of a period of drug semiabsorption using the rapid method values.